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"Mister Wolf, you want to get me up to the Almighty State? Am I hearing you right?" Mason asked in disbelief.

With the help of the Sun Pills and the Pure Energy Pills, he ascended to the Emperor State, which was miles away from the

Almighty State. Even if he was to reach the Almighty State, it would require another decade of hard work.

Yet, Leon claimed that he could achieve that in a short period.

It sounded so surreal that Mason found it hard to believe what Leon said.

"You heard me right! I'm not just helping you, but Spencer, Stephen, Leo, and Austin as well! You're all going to level up to the

Almighty State!" Leon said.

"What?! How's that even possible?" Mason was shaken.

Henry, Chandler, and the others all gaped at Leon as well.

Martial arts required hard work and there was rarely any shortcut, so none of them was convinced that Leon could produce a few

martial artists in the Almighty State.

"Nothing's impossible. Listen up, I'm going to hand you an absolute method," Leon said.

Absolute methods were rare and incredibly valuable, and Leon dared not to reveal the methods in his possession as he was too

weak to defend any potential enemies.

However, the circumstances changed.

He reached the Intermediate Almighty State with close to no rivals in the southern region. Since his biggest enemies, the Spears

and the Hiltons were eliminated, he no longer had any concern about handing an absolute method to Mason and the others.

Mason and the others followed him for a long time and were all loyal.

In the hope of preparing Mason for the role of the Southern Boss, and to cultivate his force, Leon searched and located a special

absolute method from what he inherited from his ancestors for his subordinates.

"What?!"

"An absolute method?"

Mason and the others were all stunned.

"Mister Wolf, you have an absolute method?"

"Seriously?"

Once they snapped out of it, they asked in disbelief.

Absolute methods were rare and in Sky County, the best method one could find was of the Ultimate Power Class, which went to

show how rare absolute methods were.

It felt like a miracle that Leon possessed such a thing and they were all shaken to their cores.

"Of course, I'm serious!" Leon nodded.

"No wonder."

"We should've thought of this!"

Mason and the others came to a realization.

They were all confused about how a young man like Leon managed to reach the Almighty State and defeat the Southern Boss,

along with the Hiltons.

It was not until this moment that they finally realized Leon was training with an absolute method, which would explain his

accomplishment.
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